WORK COMPLETED THIS WEEK

- WSW Foundations installed driveway headwalls Lots 1-5 – 9/23/16.
- Developer requested bond reduction. Town and BETA in process of completing bond estimate and creating a punchlist of items to be completed.
- BETA received resident concerns regarding hammerhead turnaround appearance on Rockwood Lane extension and schedule for replanting dying trees – 9/20/16. BETA responded to resident and informed them the issue would be included as a punchlist item and changes would be evaluated.
- BETA received resident concern regarding dying arborvitaes and tree near site entrance – 9/21/16. BETA responded to resident and informed them the issue would be included as a punchlist item.
- Town received resident concern regarding sidewalk condition in front of 30 Rockwood Lane – 9/27/16.
- To our knowledge no other work was done on site.

WORK ANTICIPATED FOR NEXT WEEK

- Bond estimate reduction and punchlist coordination.
- Work on the site is not anticipated.
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